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IETF 82th, Taipei.
Change Since 81th

- **DRR**
  - Update individual -00 to -01 with following change:
    - Change flag value of **Ignore-State-Keeping** to 0x8
    - Change **Extensive_Routing_Mode** type value to 0x2 in IANA section
    - Update the definition of **destination** in structure ExtensiveRoutingModeOption
    - Update references
  - Submit WG draft -00

- **RPR**
  - Update individual -00 to -01 with following changes:
    - Update references
  - Submit WG draft -00
Recent Comments

- DRR
  - Need to correct the definition of *RouteMode*
  - Some editorial problems

- RPR
  - Some editorial problems
Next Step

- Address recent comments in next revision
- Submit WG draft -01 of DRR by November
- Submit WG draft -01 of RPR by November
- Start WGLC of DRR & RPR after new submission
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